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ABSTRACT

METHYLATION PATTERNS AND PHENOTYPES OF THE R-STIPPLED
DERIVATIVE LINES

By
Kara D. Dragone
August 2013

Thesis supervised by Dr. Michael Seaman
Paramutation occurs between trans-alleles with homologous sequences resulting
in a heritable change in gene expression, where epigenetic information from one
allele is passed to the other. In maize, the paramutagenic r1 allele, R-stippled,
silences the paramutable allele, R-r:standard, following paramutation. The Rr:standard allele is known to show increased methylation following paramutation.
The R-stippled allele, which is composed of the four genes, Sc, Nc1, Nc2 and Nc3,
becomes less paramutagenic as genes are lost. Sc alone is not paramutagenic. I
hypothesized that the R-stippled derivative containing two genes would be less
methylated at cytosine residues than the four-copy allele, particularly in the 5’
region. Analysis of the methylation patterns between the two gene lines and the
four gene line showed no distinct differences in methylation, suggesting that it is
iv

not methylation differences responsible for paramutagenicity differences.
Paramutagenicity testes confirmed that as r gene number decreases, the
paramutagenic strength decreases.
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INTRODUCTION
Epigenetics
Gene expression is highly regulated in all organisms. Genes can be regulated by the
nucleotide sequence, other genes, or by epigenetic mechanisms. Epigenetics is the study
of heritable changes in gene expression by modifications of the genome without changing
the DNA sequence. These changes can be preserved when the cell divides [11]. Specific
epigenetic processes include paramutation, imprinting, and regulation of histone
modifications, and are essential for normal development. Cytosine methylation of the
DNA is an important epigenetic mark; it is often connected with gene silencing 41, and
is a stable, heritable, and critical part of epigenetic regulation. The marks on the DNA
and the associated histones can regulate the genome. Methylated DNA can act as a
recognition site for specific DNA-binding proteins, recruiting chromatin-modifying
complexes, assembling the methylated region into heterochromatin 6. Once cytosine
methylation is established, it can be maintained by methyltransferases [31]. In plants,
epigenetic changes can be inherited through meiosis as well [16].
DNA methylation and chromatin structure are keys to regulating gene expression in
higher organisms, and one trigger for initiating the chromatin state can be non-coding
RNA. Transcripts from repetitive sequences are able to form siRNAs, which can promote
epigenetic changes at homologous regions of the genome [24]. Methylation can operate
as a defense mechanism to foreign or invasive DNA and as a way to control gene
expression during development. Transposable elements can be lethal to the genome from
their unregulated movement. The siRNA can inactivate un-silenced transposon sequences
in the genome through DNA methylation and heterochromatin formation. DNA
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methylation occurs frequently in repeated sequences, and helps to suppress the expression
and the mobility of transposable elements [48]. Retroelements that transpose through
reverse transcription of an RNA intermediate are usually highly methylated [46].
Transposable elements constitute the major part of most plant genomes, making up at
least 85% of the maize genome [38]. DNA methylation near promoters varies depending
on the cell type; genes with low or no transcription have been shown to have more
methylation near the promoter region [48].
Paramutation
In the 1950s, Alexander Brink observed an interaction in maize between two homologous
alleles at the r1 locus, one of the alleles caused a heritable change in expression of the
other allele [7]. When the R-r allele, which confers dark purple seeds, was crossed to the
R-stippled allele, which confers purple stippled seeds, the R-r allele was heritably
changed to confer lightly pigmented seeds upon subsequent outcrosses as the male
(designated R-r’), the R-stippled allele segregated unchanged (Figure 1) [7]. This
phenomenon violated Mendel’s First Law, that each gene remains uninfluenced by the
other. Brink called this phenomenon paramutation. When the R-r and R-stippled alleles
are crossed this is referred to as primary paramutation. The effect of paramutation cannot
be seen in the F1 generation at r1. When R-r’ is crossed with R-r, R-r can be changed to
R-r’, this is referred to as secondary paramutation (reviewed in [51]). These changes in
gene expression were found to be stable and transmitted by mitosis and meiosis [7].
Since the discovery of paramutation, paramutation-like phenomena have been described
in many other organisms; including plants, fungi, and animals. In maize, paramutation
has been found to occur in five loci; red1 (r1) [7], booster1 (b1) [15], purple plant1 (pl1)
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[28], pericarp color1 (p1) [45], and low phytic acid1 (lpa1) [39]. Four of these (r1, b1,
pl1, and p1) encode transcription factors that control the accumulation of purple
anthocyanin and red phlobaphene pigments in generative, floral, and seed tissue, resulting
in visible phenotypes. The r1 and b1 genes are members of the Myc-class of basic helixloop-helix DNA binding proteins [23, 40]; whereas pl1 and p1 are Myb-like transcription
factors.
The fifth gene, lpa1, encodes a transmembrane transporter involved in phytic acid
metabolism. Paramutation at r1, b1, pl1 and p1 leads to a reduction in visible pigments,
however silencing of the essential lpa1 gene is lethal. All five loci share common
characteristics: the newly silenced state is passed on to subsequent generations, in the
absence of the paramutagenic allele; the paramutated allele continues to pass the state to
homologous alleles; and there is no change in the DNA sequences, showing that these
changed expression states are mediated by an epigenetic mechanism (reviewed in [11]).
In the five loci of maize that participate in paramutation there are three different types of
alleles: alleles paramutagenic; alleles that are sensitive to paramutation, termed
paramutable; and alleles that do not participate in paramutation, termed neutral alleles.

3

Figure 1. R-st, which has spotted seeds, is
crossed with R-r, dark purple seeds. When
seeds from this cross are crossed to colorless
recessive r1 (not shown) R-r becomes
designated R-r’, which is colorless, and
R-st segregates unchanged (styled from
Chandler et al. 2000).

r1 locus
The r1 family includes a large number of haplotypes of the r1 locus. These haplotypes
are genetically complex and can contain a single r1 gene or multiple r1 genes [42]. The
r1 haplotypes are designated as R-suffix; the suffix based on a distinct phenotype or
geographic source of the haplotype.

A subset of r1 haplotypes participate in

paramutation. The r1 haplotypes that participate in paramutation are usually expressed in
the aleurone layer of the seed [3]. One r1 haplotype that is sensitive to paramutation is
the paramutable R-r:standard (R-r) (Figure 2a). It consists of four r1 genes designated P,
4

q, S1, and S2 [51]. The paramutagenic allele, R-stippled, (Figure 2b) is one of the
haplotypes that causes silencing during paramutation. This haplotype also contains four
r1 genes, designated Sc (seed color), Nc1, Nc2, and Nc3 (near-colorless) [19]. R-st is
composed of four genes in direct orientation; Sc, Nc1, Nc2 and Nc3 in proximal to distal
order [19].
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Figure 2. The paramutable r1 complex, R-r, consists of four genes, designated P, q, S1, and S2.
S1 and S2 are complete genes and are responsible for pigmentation of the aleurone layer of the
seed. They are arranged in inverted repeats and are separated by a region called sigma, which
contains rearranged segments of a transposable element called doppia. Sigma functions as the
promoter for both S genes. The q component, also contains doppia sequences, and is
nonfunctional because it lacks a downstream coding region. P, the third complete r1 gene, is
active in several tissues in the plant including the coleoptiles, the roots, and the anther walls.
This gene contains no doppia. The paramutagenic r1 complex, R-st, consists of four r1 genes,
Sc, Nc1, Nc2, and Nc3. The Sc gene confers strong seed color and the three Nc genes together
produce a near-colorless phenotype. The spotted phenotype seen in R-st is from the excision of
a transposable element I-R in Sc. The Nc genes also contain doppia in the 5’ region of the
genes.
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Reduced activity of paramutable genes is often, but not always, associated with increased
methylation [35]. In R-r, unequal crossing over between P and q, can result in the R-g
allele, which loses P function [43]. The plant color gene P is insensitive to paramutation
if it is not coupled with the S genes [8,9]. With the loss of P, R-g is not altered in
paramutability [9]. The S genes show a large decrease in pigment following
paramutation, while P only shows a small decrease [8,9]. R-r was also found to have
increases of cytosine methylation following paramutation. The methylation changes
were mainly found in the 5’ regions of the S genes, flanking the sigma region that
contains the doppia transposon repeats [50]. Therefore, the region containing S1/S2 is
essential for sensitivity to paramutation. Another paramutable r1 haplotype is Rd:catspaw; it contains S genes similar to the ones in R-r, but is missing parts of the 5’
non-coding region of S1. The sigma region of R-d:catspaw lacks the non-doppia
“rearranged” sequences that the sigma region in R-r contains, but contains the region
sensitive to paramutation [51]. A spontaneous deletion in a R-r derivative that lacks
almost the entire doppia element is transcriptionally and methylation deficient,
suggesting that this doppia sequence is possibly for paramutation at R-r [51].

The spotting phenotype seen in R-st is due to the presence of a 3.3-kb insertion in the 3’
end of Sc, that has been identified as the mobile element I-R [12]. Without I-R, Sc
confers full-color expression. The Nc genes encode a near-colorless phenotype
collectively [13]. R-st’s paramutagenicity is dependent on the number of r1 genes it
contains. There is a decrease in paramutagenicity when the r1 gene number is decreased,
and an increase occurs when r1 gene numbers are built up from a weakly paramutagenic
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allele. R-sc alleles that retain all four r1 genes but lose I-R have unchanged
paramutagenic strength relative to R-st, showing that I-R is not involved in paramutation
[30].

RNA-directed DNA Methylation
The mop1 (mediator of paramutation1) gene is required for paramutation to occur [18].
This gene is an RNA-dependant RNA polymerase (RDRP) [2]. The RDRP protein is
associated with the production of small-interfering RNA (siRNA) that targets chromatin
[27]. The production of siRNA is dependent on RDR2; in mop1 mutants, endogenous
siRNAs were dramatically reduced [14]. Therefore, an RNA-dependant mechanism is
critical for paramutation at r1. The mop1 gene is one of the Rmr genes (required for
repression) that are associated with the RNA-directed DNA methylation pathway
(RdDM).
In Arabidopsis, a model for the RdDM pathway proposes that RNA transcripts are
generated by the plant-specific RNA polymerase IV complex [22]. The RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RDR2) processes the RNA transcripts into double-stranded RNA,
which are then cleaved into siRNA, about 24-nt in length by a Dicer-like protein, DCL3.
The siRNA associate with an Argonaute protein (AGO4) that interacts with the Cterminus of the largest subunit of a second plant-specific RNA polymerase, Pol V,
creating what is known as the RNA-Induced Transcriptional Silencing (RITS) complex.
The complex transcribes genomic sequence targeted for RdDM, and in doing so,
presumably tethers the AGO4 complex to target DNA sequences that are homologous to
the siRNA [26]. This recruits protein effectors of de novo DNA methylation and histone
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methylation [4].

The majority of the genomic loci targeted by this pathway are

transposable elements and other repetitive sequences [44].
Several mutants that disrupt paramutation have been isolated in maize. Orthologs of
these genes in Arabidopsis are involved in the RdDM, leading to DNA methylation,
chromatin modifications, and transcriptional gene silencing. The mop1 gene encodes an
ortholog of the Arabidopsis RDR2. And the required to maintain repression6 (rmr6)
gene was recently shown to encode the ortholog the largest subunit of the RNA
polymerase IV complex, Arabidopsis NRDP1, a subunit of Pol IV [38].
In plants, cytosine DNA methylation is found in all sequence contexts (CG, CHG, and
CHH, where H is any nucleotide except G) and several enzymes involved in DNA
methylation have been identified. Existing DNA methylation is maintained by three
different pathways: DNA Methyltransferase1 (MET1) maintains CG methylation,
Chromomethyltransferase3 (CMT3) maintains CHG methylation [33] and CHH
methylation is maintained by Domains Rearranged Methyltransferase1 and 2 (DRM1 and
DRM2) [10]. De novo methylation of previous un-methylated sequences is also carried
out by DRM2 [10]. Differences in the levels of CHH methylation, is a hallmark of
RdDM. The siRNA targeting process guides deposition of chromatin marks, suck as
asymmetric non-CG cytosine methylation [25], presumably via recruitment of enzymes,
such as de novo cytosine methyltransferases.
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Aims of the Project
The purpose of this project is to characterize the methylation patterns in the R-st
derivative lines to observe if there is a methylation change between the R-st derivative
line containing four genes compared to the line containing two genes, specifically in the
5’ region of the Nc genes where the doppia repeats are located. My hypothesis is that
there will be more methylation in the four gene R-st derivative line than the two gene R-st
derivative line. After completing the molecular part of this experiment, the methylation
of the R-st derivative lines were compared to the paramutagenicity of the lines by
performing paramutagenicity tests with all of the lines to confirm that as the lines lose an
r1 gene, they become less paramutagenic.

METHODS

Origin of R-sc alleles
The seven R-st derivative lines used have been previously characterized for number of
genes and tested for paramutagenicity by McWhirter 1961. They derive from a set of 83
single kernel R-sc revertants from R-st/R-st ear parents. R-sc:n124 (1 r1 gene) , Rsc:n656 (2 r1 genes) , and R-sc:n626 (3 r1 genes) were lines already in the lab. Rsc:n126 (4 r1 genes), R-sc:n134-A (2 r1 genes), and R-sc:n134-B (2 r1 genes) were
obtained from Jerry Kermicle (University of Wisconsin). The R-sc:n134 lines are from
the same recombination event, however, they did not show the same paramutagenicity
when tested.
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Seed Germination and Genomic DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was isolated from plant tissue from germinated seeds grown to about 2-3
inches then pooled together to obtain 2 grams for DNA extraction. The genomic DNA
was extracted by DNA preps using a 2X CTAB solution [44]. The concentration of the
DNA was determined using the Nanodrop spectrophotometer and size fractionation on
1% agarose gels with a 0.5μg/μl concentration standard. The DNA was diluted to
0.25μg/μl in dH2O.

Sodium Bisulfite Treatment
DNA was sodium bisulfite treated using the EpiTect® Bisulfite kit from QIAGEN®,
using 1μg of genomic DNA (4μl of the 0.25μg/μl dilution).

Degenerate primer design
Degenerate primers were designed manually. The primers were selected around the
region of interest, then any conversion sites were manually changed to a degenerate Y (C
or T) for one of the strands, and any G in the same context was changed to an R (A or G)
on the reverse strand.
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PCR amplification
Amplifications were processed in a final volume of 25μl with 1X PCR Buffer containing
15 mM MgCl2, 1μl of each 10μM primer, 200 mM of dNTPs, 1.25 units of Taq
polymerase and 1μl of the template 1μg Sodium Bisulfite treated DNA. Degenerate
primers used in the first round were MAR 804 (5’CRAAAATARTCARCCRACCAACT) and MAR 622 (5'TGATAYTGTGTGGTYTGTAGTYTG); the second round degenerate primers used
were MAR 807 (5’- CRRTACCRACRAAAATAATTCCCTA) and MAR 622. The
following range of PCR conditions were used: denaturation (5 minutes at 95C); 45
cycles of amplification (30 seconds at 94C, 30 seconds annealing between 53C and
63C; and 1 minute at 72C); and final extension (7 minutes at 72C), using the BIORAD
T100 Thermal cycler. Second round PCR used 2μl of template DNA (ranging from 1:20
to 1:50 dilutions, depending on the amount of smear on the first round PCR gel) which
was pooled from a mix of the first round PCR products from each temperature for each
DNA sample. The same PCR conditions were used for the first round were also used for
the second round. All PCR amplifications were separated by gel electrophoresis in 1.8%
Agarose/TAE gels (80Volts; 90 minutes), stained with ethidium bromide and visualized
under UV light.

Band Extractions and sequencing
Second round PCR products were electrophoresed in a crystal violet stained 1.8%
Agarose gel, bands were then cut out of the gel with a sterile razor blade. DNA was
isolated from the gel using the Promega Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up Kit.
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DNA sequence analysis and methylation scoring
Sequencing was performed using the BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit,
9ng of the DNA from the band extraction was used for sequencing, along with 2.5μM of
primer. The band was sequenced to obtain the base compositions in both directions,
using MAR 807 and MAR 622. Bisulfite treated sequences were compared to their
untreated sequences to find conversion sites. Conversion sites were scored for
methylation (Figure 3). Methylation scoring was done on a scale from 0- 10, 0-4 being
converted and un-methylated, 5-10 being unconverted and methylated (Figure 4).
Numbering the conversion sites allowed for differentiating the sites that are not
completely methylated or un-methylated, this can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Cytosine conversion sites. This is a bottom strand sequence comparing the conversion
sites on an untreated DNA sequence and the BS-treated DNA sequence. The red shows sites
that were converted (to Adenine), therefore un-methylated, the blue shows conversion sites that
were not converted (remains Guanine), therefore methylated.

Figure 4. Methylation scoring.
Conversion sites were scored on a 010 scale; 0-4 being converted and unmethylated, and 5-10 being
unconverted and methylated. The
bottom strand sequences in this figure
are the same region of three different
st derivative lines to show how the 0-10

R-

scale was used.
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Paramutagenicity tests
The R-sc derivative lines were made heterozygotes with the sensitive R-r allele, and test
crossed using the inbred W23 r-g/r-g as female. Aleurone pigmentation of the resulting rg/R-r kernels was assayed by comparing random samples of 20 kernels per ear from 12
testcross ears per line against a series of seven graded kernels (Figure 5), ranging from 0
(completely colorless) to 6 (full color). Three different scorers scored the samples
separately. Then an average was taken for that ear. Finally, an average of the averages
was taken for each packet, and these were the numbers used in the statistical analysis
(Figure 9).

Figure 5. Paramutation aluerone color scale. This scale was used to find the mean aleurone
color score for each test-cross ear. Kernels were compared to the scale above and then a mean
was determined for each test-cross ear (See Figure 8).
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RESULTS

Two round of PCR were required to amplify the doppia region of the Nc genes. The
degenerate primers designed for the 5’ region of the Nc genes were able to amplify both
untreated DNA and BS-treated DNA from the R-sc:n656, R-sc:n126, R-sc:n134-A, and
R-sc:n134-B. This required two rounds of PCR. The first round of PCR produced a
smear at every temperature in the gradient (53C- 63C) (Figure 6a). The second round,
using a semi-nested primer set, produced the expected band size (350bp) at every
temperature in the gradient (Figure 6b).

Figure 6. First and second round PCR. (a) First round PCR on BS-treated DNA (R-sc:n134 A)
generated smears at all temperatures in the gradient (53C-63C). (b) Second round PCR using
first round products as DNA template and a semi-nested primer set produced the expected band
size of 350bp at all temperatures in the gradient (53C-63C). Results were the same for all of
the R-st derivative lines.
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There was no methylation difference between the R-st derivative lines.
After treating the DNA with Sodium Bisulfite, and sequencing the amplified PCR
product, the regions were scored for methylation. The region that was amplified was 350
base pairs in length and had 71 possible conversion sites. Of those 71 potential
conversion sites, 60% of those sites were methylated in all of the lines. Cytosines in the
CG context were methylated 100% of the time, cytosines in the CHG context were
methylated 67% of the time, and cytosines in the CHH context were only methylated 4%
of the time. These results were consistent in all of the R-st derivative lines. There were
no methylation differences between the different two-gene R-st derivative lines Rsc:n656,
R-sc:n134-A, and R-sc:n134-B (Figure 7). There was also no difference in methylation
between the two-gene lines and the four-gene lines (Figure 7). Methylation in the 5’
region of the Nc genes is consistent between all of the R-st derivative lines.
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Figure 7. Average cytosine methylation scores for R-stippled derivative lines. The red box
represents the doppia repeated region of the 5’ region in Nc. After conversion sites were scored,
the average score was taken for each line. Colors refer to the CG context; CG (orangish/red),
CHG (blue), and CHH (green), with a color scale to represent the amount of conversion. The
lightest color was given to any site scored under a 4 (sites that were converted, therefore unmethylated), the medium color was given to any site scored between a 5 and 7 (sites that were
not completely converted, and still remained a cytosine, therefore methylated) , and any site
scored a 8 or higher had the darkest color (sites that were completely unconverted, therefore fully
methylated). The three 2-gene R-st derivative lines consistently have the same scores at the
conversion sites. These three 2-gene lines also have the same scores at the conversion sites
when compared with the 4-gene line. (See supplemental figures 1, 2, and 3 for more detailed
methylation scores).

Paramutagenicity increases as the number of r genes decrease.
To examine the paramutagenic strength in relation to the number of r1 genes in the R-st
derivative lines, the paramutagenic strength was tested to accompany the molecular data.
The ears, from 1 to 4 genes respectively, visually appear different (Figure 8). Examples
of kernels from individual lines scored can be seen in Figure 9. The mean pigment scores
were plotted using the number of r1 genes and the relative pigmentation of R-r following
heterozgosity with each R-st derivative lines (Figure 10). Individual ears from each line
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consistently had similar means (Figure 11). There is a significant difference between the
means of all the ears in each line (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.01) (Figure 12). The
paramutagenicity tests confirm that as r1 gene number decreases in R-st, paramutagenic
strength decreases [20]. There does appear to be a difference in paramutagenicity
between the two gene derivative lines R-sc:n134 A and R-sc:n134 B (Figure 12).

Figure 8. Paramutagenicity tests. Each R-st derivative line was crossed with R-r, which was then
crossed into a tester line to test for paramutagenicity. Each ear should have 50% R-sc kernels
(black) and 50% R-r/R-r’. The ears from the 1, 2, 3, and 4 gene R-st derivative lines (respectively
above) show a clear difference when tested for paramutagenicity.
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Figure 9. Comparing kernels to the aleurone color scale.
Three individuals scored each packet by comparing 20 non-R-sc seeds
from each ear. After scoring, a mean was taken for each packet.
(a) The four-gene R-st derivative lines usually clustered at the low
end of the scale. (b) The two-gene lines usually clustered at the
higher end. (c) This four-gene line had a distribution across the scale.
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Figure 10. Number of r1 genes vs. Aleurone color score. There is a clear pattern between the
number of r1 genes and the mean aleurone color scores. As the number of r1 genes increases,
the mean aleurone color score decreases. The three two-gene lines do not all behave the same.
R-sc:n656 and R-sc:n134B behave as expected, however R-sc:n134A appears to be less
pigmented, and therefore more paramutagenic than the two other two-gene lines. The two fourgene lines are structurally the same, however one contains a Modifier of Stippled (Mst), which
makes the stippling of R-st more distinct. These lines used R-sc, so therefore the Mst had no
effect on phenotype, nor does it affect paramutation.
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Figure 11. The individual mean aleurone color score for each ear in each line grouped together.
All of the ears in each line consistently had the same means. The blue cluster in group 1 is Rsc:n124, the blue cluster in group 2 is R-sc:n656, the green cluster in group 2 is R-sc:n134B, and
the red cluster in group 2 is R-sc:n134A, the blue cluster in group 3 is R-sc:n626, the blue cluster
in group 4 is R-sc:n126 Mst, and the red cluster in group 4 is R-sc:n126 mst.
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Figure 12. Mean aleurone color score for the R-st derivative lines. The lines again show as the
number of r1 genes increase, the mean aleurone color score decreases. In this graph, it is
evident that the R-sc:n134A is behaving differently than the other two-gene lines. (The error bar
in this figure is represented with the variance).
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DISCUSSION

In the 5’ region of the Nc genes a region of 350 base pairs was examined. There were 71
conversion sites in the region analyzed, and 60% of these conversion sites were
methylated in every R-st derivative line. CG methylation occurred 100% of the time,
CHG 67% of the time, and there was very little CHH methylation (only 4%). There were
no significant methylation differences of the R-st derivative lines to account for the
differences in the paramutagenic strength between the lines; therefore it is not
methylation in the region examined at the R-st locus that is responsible for what is
causing the lines to be more or less paramutagenic. The Sc gene alone is not
paramutagenic, showing that the Sc gene is not sufficient for paramutation to occur [30].
The number of Nc genes increasing in number, is however, important for paramutagenic
strength. Since characteristic methylation patterns in the region examined at the R-st
locus are not responsible for paramutagenic strength, it is possible that there is a dosage
effect of siRNA on the R-r allele during paramutation. However, in the pl1 locus,
siRNAs alone appear to be insufficient for certain aspects of paramutation [20], which
also may be true at the r1 locus. Although most R-st derivative lines follow the same
pattern, there are a few (from McWhirter 1961 unpublished) that do not [30], these lines
are similar in structure, but may not be as paramutagenic as another line with the same
structure. It is possible that something besides the methylation and besides the structure
that is causing the lines to be more or less paramutagenic.
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There are two proposed models, reviewed in [14], to explain the trans-interaction that
occurs during paramutation; one of the models, known as the Pairing model, suggests that
the epigenetic states are altered by direct interactions between chromatin complexes, the
pairing between repeats is thought to reduce gene expression by changing the subnuclear
localization of the repeats, establishing a distinct chromatin structure; the other model
known as the trans-RNA model suggests that RNA-mediated chromatin changes are
involved [14]. It is assumed that the required regions for the allelic crosstalk are within
the transposons because the transcripts derive from them, therefore where the silencing
originates. The adjacent enhancer is the actual sequence necessary for silencing, and
gene repression is mediated by chromatin modification followed by cytosine methylation.
What is known so far is consistent with both models contributing to establishment or
maintenance of the phenomenon.

The majority of the maize genes that have been shown to be epigenetically regulated are
involved in the anthocyanin pathway. Because of the visible phenotypes small changes
in gene expression can be detected. It is likely that many genes with no immediate
visible phenotype undergo epigenetic silencing as well. If paramutation is linked to
transposon silencing [22] then the amount of paramutable alleles could correlate with the
quantity of transposable elements in the genome. The maize genome consists of a large
percentage of transposons [36].

Loci in maize that have been found to participate in paramutation can have alleles that are
structurally distinct (such as the r1 locus), or they can be identical with different
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methylation states, referred to as epialleles (such as the b1 locus). The one common
denominator between all the loci however is that they all contain duplicated sequences.
Paramutation at r1 and pl1 can occur in the absence of RMR2 [4], indicating that neither
the RMR2-dependent siRNA profiles nor any RMR2-dependent cytosine methylation
patterns mediate paramutation in these loci. Similarly, absence of RMR1 does not inhibit
paramutation, despite the loss of 65% of the siRNAs [26]. It is possible that the specific
siRNA responsible for mediating paramutation at r1 and pl1 still exist in the absence of
RMR1 and RMR2. The alternate possibility is that paramutation requires RPD1dependent functions that are distinct from the siRNAs and any downstream effects on
cytosine methylation patterns.

RMR2 has an effect on only a subset of paramutable loci, generally the cis-linked
repetitive structural features related to transcription, perhaps sensing distinction in cislinked elements. The p1 and b1 locus both have haplotypes that contain cis-acting
features that participate in paramutation, these repetitive cis-regulatory elements have
regulatory sequences that are required for paramutation. This implicates a molecular
distinction between paramutation mechanisms operating at these different loci. It is
possible that paramutation is the result of several, possibly independent mechanisms in
the different loci of maize.

The exact nature of the interaction between the two alleles, how they communicate, and
how the epigenetic states are transferred, in paramutation is still not known. Further
analysis of the R-st derivative lines needs to be completed to determine what causes
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paramutation and the basis for different levels of paramutagenicity. The siRNA in the Rst derivative lines can be examined to see if there is a dosage effect. Some mutants that
affect paramutation in other loci have been examined in the r1 locus, but more mutants
need to be examined to determine which locus is most similar mechanistically. Not only
is it important to understand why an allele is paramutagenic, but to also determine which
features make a haplotype susceptible to paramutation.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

Figure 1a. Methylation scores for each line tested. The red box represents the doppia repeated
region of the 5’ region in Nc. Colors refer to the CG context; CG (orangish/red), CHG (blue), and
CHH (green). There is also a color scale (lighter is un-methylated, darker is methylated).
Methylation scores for each line were consistent. The three 2-gene R-st derivative lines also
consistently have the same scores at the conversion sites. These three 2-gene lines also have
the same scores at the conversion sites when compared with the bottom 4-gene line.
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Figure 2a. Methylation scores for each line tested without a color scale. This figure is similar to
1a, showing methylation scores for all of the lines that were tested, before the color scale was
added.
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Figure 3a. Raw data for methylation scoring. This figure contains the whole
nucleotide sequence in the region that was examined.
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